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Verizon Web Acceleration Solution

Web Acceleration Solution
A better enterprise CDN solution.

Products and features

User Customer

� ISO/IEC 27001: 2013

Application Delivery Network (ADN)

Application Delivery Network (ADN)
Requests for HTML, JS, CSS and images are 
inspected dynamically and optimized on the fly.

DELIVER
Static content like images and CSS files are stored 
and delivered from edge servers without having to 
be retrieved from the origin, which improves page 
render times.

STORE
Cloud storage inside Verizon’s CDN provides 
higher reliability and faster content retrieval.

ISO Compliance
Verizon is ISO 27001 certified to manage
the security of information assets.

Device & Geo Detection
Detects device type (mobile, tablet, laptop
or desktop) and o�ers granular control and 
customization on content to display. 

Lua
Lua scripting enabling computing, powerful and 
fast customization of web applications at the edge. 

APIs
Rich set of APIs for customers to take control
by integrating our CDN services into their
own application.

Token Authorization
Prevent unauthorized access to content with user 
authentication at the edge, o�oading computing 
burdens from the origin.

Anycast DNS
Verizon’s IP Anycast authoritative-only DNS 
resolves faster and is more resilient. Layer 3 
routing results in faster time to render.

DDoS Mitigation
Verizon’s Anti-DDoS software can detect a DDoS 
attack in 60 seconds and mitigate the attack just 
as quickly. The most common DDoS attack types 
are blocked without human intervention.

Web Application Firewall (WAF)
With over 19,000 specific rules, Verizon’s 
ModSecurity-based Web Application Firewall 
enables real-time monitoring, logging and
access control to protect your online
commerce applications.

Super PoPs
High-capacity nodes within a centralized 
distribution architecture o�er massive
computing powers. 

Origin Cloaking
Block public access to your web server;
only private connections from known Verizon 
servers are allowed.

Media Control Center (MCC)
Verizon’s internet-based portal enables customers 
to provision and modify their own CDN account
in real-time.

Rules Engine
Simple if-then logic format to create customized 
rules at the edge easily and quickly.

Encryption
With our support for OCSP Certificate Stapling
and Certificate Pinning, Verizon’s CDN provides 
lighting-fast connection times when contacting 
websites protected by TLS Certificates.

Analyze 360
Real-time user data and statistics, combined
with advanced reporting, gives customers
visibility and insight into web performance and
the user experience so that they can make better 
decisions, faster.

Customer Support
Sta�ed with engineers, Verizon delivers over
90 percent first-call resolutions for timely and 
e�ective issue handling.

Professional Services Group (PSG)
We employ teams of subject-matter experts that
take a highly collaborative approach when o�ering 
insight for smarter decisions, and our U.S.-based 
engineering team delivers fast, responsive
and transparent support whenever needed.
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Better performance
Verizon’s dynamic content acceleration is faster
when it counts.

Better self-enablement
Verizon’s CDN Delivers a faster time to value.

Better service
Highly collaborative, engaging, fast and responsive.

Better ROI
Lower cost of ownership.

On the busiest shopping days of 2015, Verizon’s Web Acceleration 
Solution outperformed Akamai consistently, according to
Cedexis’ data.
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Informal contacts with engineering 
and professional services for 
faster time to resolution.

Visibility with management to 
ensure oversight and rescue 
allocation.

Roadmap on features and 
capability development.

Benefits

Costs
Direct costs

Pro service costs

Internal admin overhead

Opportunity costs

Time to market

Sales gain

Legacy

SecondsMinutes

Legacy

SecondsWeeks
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development

Better technology built for today’s internet.

So we looked at di�erent providers and chose 
Verizon as that solution. Their CDN o�ering 
propelled our business in a way that we hadn't seen 
in the past in terms of the speed of the site, the 
responsiveness, and that, in turn, helped us to focus 
on our business instead of dealing with site tra�c 
on a regular basis.

Charles Hatchman
CTO and Co-Founder of Novica

Benefits to your business


